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GRIP&CLEAN
CLEANING SOLUTION WITH ANTI-SLIP PROPERTIES

Sport-floor Grip&Clean is a ready to use solution specific for
sportive floorings; it easily removes dust, dirt and marks and its
anti-slip properties enable to obtain a surface with an optimum
grip for players shoes.
It can be used both to prepare the surface before the game and to
renew and improve the shoes grip during the game.

Technical data
Physical characteristics (20°C – 60% R.H.)
Aspect Transparent liquid Specific gravity 0,900 gr/cm3 Viscosity (Ford4 20°C) 10’’ pH 8
Storage & Labeling Storage (original unopened packaging at ambient temperature) 12 months Symbol of risk NONE
Packaging Bottle of 1lt – Drum of 5 lt

Application
To prepare the playing floor.
Pour two caps of Sport-floor Grip&Clean for any liter of water. With this solution wash all the
surface with a damp wrung cloth. Rinsing is not necessary. If the dirt is much intense, wash
using a sponge soaked with pure Sportfloor Grip&Clean; the product can be used with a
cleaning machine. In alternative, also Sportfloor Cleaner is suitable.
To prepare players shoes.
Pour pure Sportfloor Grip&Clean on a towel and use it to periodically clean the players shoes
soles during the game. It will enable anti-slip properties of shoes on the floor.
Wash the dirt clothes and mops with water.

Safety rules
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY. Strictly respect the information reported on labels and

consult safety data sheets before use.

Disposing of waste
Dispose not used product and empty containers in accordance of local in force regulation.
WARNING: The information reported in present technical data sheet are for guidance only and they do not hold
our responsibility. Adapt the use of our products to the environmental conditions and materials to be treated.
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